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Abstract

In this paper we describe our attempt to increase the amount of information that can be retrieved
through active learning sessions compared to previous approaches. We optimise the annotator’s
labelling process using active learning in the context of coreference resolution. Using simulated
active learning experiments, we suggest three adjustments to ensure the labelling time is spent
as efficiently as possible. All three adjustments provide more information to the machine learner
than the baseline, though a large impact on the F1 score over time is not observed. Compared to
previous models, we report a marginal F1 improvement on the final coreference models trained
using for two out of the three approaches tested when applied to the English OntoNotes 2012
Coreference Resolution data. Our best-performing model achieves 58.01 F1, an increase of 0.93
F1 over the baseline model.

1 Introduction

Coreference resolution (CR) is the task of resolving which noun phrases (NP) in a text are referring to
the same entity. It is related to entity linking, but does not involve an external knowledge base. It is an
important task in information extraction, as a step in structuring the unstructured information in natural
language. CR has traditionally been a difficult problem, as it is hard to accurately predict coreference
links without extensive real-world knowledge.

Figure 1: Different types of coreference resolution. An anaphoric pair of noun phrases is marked in
green, and a cataphoric pair is marked in yellow. From “T2: Trainspotting” (Boyle, 2017)

An example of different levels of CR is shown in Figure 1. The mentions “us” and “I” are both
singletons, and are not coreferring with anything in this text. The noun phrase “she” is anaphoric (where
the pronoun points backwards to its antecedent) with “the Queen”. The pronoun “You” in “You’ve”
is coreferring with “Mr Begbie”, but the pronoun is pointing forward to its coreferent, this type of
coreference is cataphoric coreference.

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International Licence. Licence details: http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/.
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Many of the most successful coreference resolution approaches have used hand-crafted corpora, such
as ACE (NIST, 2004), GAP (Webster et al., 2018) and OntoNotes (Pradhan et al., 2012). Models trained
using these datasets, though comparatively successful, do not necessarily generalise to domain specific
data, or noisy data. Making these big datasets is also a very expensive task, which is very difficult for
low resource languages.

Active learning is a human-in-the-loop approach to machine learning, where a sample selection algo-
rithm chooses the most informative samples for a human to annotate. This approach will reduce the total
amount of samples which need to be labelled to achieve high accuracy, and in some cases it accelerates
the otherwise expensive process of hand-crafting fully labelled datasets. Iteratively training and labelling
this way would lead to higher accuracy models faster than training with random sampling.

The most expensive part of dataset creation is the labelling effort of the annotators. Therefore using the
annotator’s time as efficiently as possible should be a key focus in developing active learning techniques.
As previous research (Section 2.2) has focused on which samples to label, this article will focus on
improving the use of the annotator’s time. The objective of this research is to improve the amount of
information that can be retrieved through the active learning sessions.

Aiming to use the annotator’s time as efficiently as possible, this article suggests three improvements
to recent developments in active learning for coreference resolution. We investigate whether it is effective
to label all the instances of an entity once the user has been asked to provide the first label of the entity.
We also suggest an improvement based on allowing the user to edit an incorrectly identified mention and
then provide coreference information, rather than disregarding that candidate coreferent pair. Finally,
for mentions which are the first instances of their entity, such as the example of “Mr Begbie” above, we
allow the user to provide cataphoric labels. We use the English OntoNotes 2012 Coreference Resolution
dataset provided by the CoNLL 2012 shared task (Pradhan et al., 2012) to simulate dataset creation using
active learning techniques.

In this paper we firstly review the related work on coreference resolution and active learning in Section
2. Then in Section 3 and 4 we explain the experimental methodology and review the results. Finally in
Section 5 and 6 we analyse the results before our conclusions and directions for future work.

2 Related work

2.1 Coreference resolution

A detailed review of the early research in coreference resolution was made by Ng (2010). I will sum-
marise this in short in this section, and move on to reviewing the later research, especially the approaches
using deep learning.

Past coreference resolution research can be divided into two approaches: mention-pair and mention-
ranking. The mention-pair models attempt to reduce the coreference resolution challenge to a binary
problem, whether two NPs are coreferring or not. Aone and Bennett (1995) and McCarthy and Lehnert
(1995) were early proponents of this method. The mention-ranking models aim to rank the candidate
antecedent mentions according to likelihood of coreferring. Connolly et al. (1997) were the first to apply
this approach. Other mention ranking approaches include Iida et al. (2003), Yang et al. (2003), and Yang
et al. (2008).

Durrett and Klein (2013) tried to reduce the amount of expensive hand-crafted features. This idea was
picked up by Wiseman et al. (2015). The benefit of using neural networks is that the fine-tuning of these
features is left in the hidden layers of the network. With the arrival of word-embedding techniques after
the very influential paper by Mikolov et al. (2013), much of the research in natural language processing
(NLP), including coreference resolution, took a step in the direction of using neural networks.

Clark and Manning (2016a) used a deep neural network to capture a larger set of learned, continuous
features indicating that more entity-level information is beneficial to the coreference task. Based on this
finding, they trained a neural mention-ranking model using reinforcement learning (Clark and Manning,
2016b). They claimed that, despite being less expressive than the entity-centric models of Haghighi and
Klein (2010; Clark and Manning (2015), their model is faster, more scalable and simpler to train.
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Lee et al. (2017) presented a neural end-to-end coreference resolution system, without using a syn-
tactic parser or a mention detector to extract the candidate mentions. They combined context-dependent
boundary representations with an attention mechanism for NP head finding, inspired by Durrett and
Klein (2013) to treat aggregated spans of words as a unit. The likelihood of two spans being corefer-
ent is determined by merging the likelihood of either span being a mention with the likelihood of them
coreferring.

Finally, with the arrival of transformers and BERT (Devlin et al., 2018), the field of NLP took another
leap forward. Coreference resolution approaches using BERT include Joshi et al. (2019) and Joshi et al.
(2020).

2.2 Active learning

When building a dataset for NLP tasks, a human annotator would normally have to label every single
sample in the dataset which is a very expensive process. The use of active learning is an appealing
solution to creating and labelling datasets, as the human annotator would only have to annotate the most
informative samples. There are two main considerations in the active learning process outside of user
interface design: how to choose which samples to label, and how to label them. The first consideration
has been the most researched, the second is the focus of this article.

There is an array of techniques to choose which samples to label next. Using an informativeness
measure such as entropy enables an algorithm to choose the samples with the highest uncertainty. Lewis
and Gale (1994), Gasperin (2009) and Schein and Ungar (2007) use this technique with varying degrees
of success. Other methods include ensemble models like query-by-committee (QBC) and cluster-outlier
methods. Sachan et al. (2015) reviewed these and found that all these methods performed better than
random sampling, and that the ensemble model is the best performing one. Settles (2009) reviewed
general active learning literature, and Olsson (2009) reviewed the AL literature within the scope of NLP.
Recently, Shen et al. (2017) used active learning for named entity recognition, achieving close to state-
of-the-art results with only 25% of the training data.

For deciding what to do with the selected samples, the dominant approach has been binary pairwise
selection for potential manual coreference annotation (Gasperin, 2009; Laws et al., 2012; Zhao and Ng,
2014; Sachan et al., 2015). This approach pairs up candidate mentions with candidate antecedents, and
the annotator can discard or accept a mention-pair dependent on whether they are coreferring or not.
Sachan et al. (2015) introduced must-link (ML) and cannot-link (CL) constraints as a method of storing
user annotations. The mention-pairs which where deemed coreferent received the ML constraint, and the
ones deemed not coreferent received the CL constraint, where the coreference likelihood of those pairs
was set to 1 and 0 respectively. Applying transitivity (if A is coreferent with B, and B with C, then A
and C must also be coreferent) to these constraints means more labels can be distributed without extra
labelling.

Li et al. (2020) improved on the mention-pair constraints by using span embeddings instead of men-
tions, as successfully applied to coreference resolution in Lee et al. (2017). They also augmented the
pair-wise annotation with a second step of marking the first occurrence of the entity if the span pair is
not coreferent, introducing the notion of discrete annotations.

The marking of the first occurrence of the entity allows the annotator to cluster the entities. Together
with the notion of transitivity, this makes annotation more efficient, as it makes use of some false nega-
tives. However, this approach, though better than pairwise decision, still does not make use of the false
positives. It also ignores readily available information about other occurrences of the entity in question.

It takes time for an annotator to find the first sample of the highlighted entity, particularly if the
document they are labelling is more than a few sentences. When the annotator has spent the time finding
the first occurrence of the entity, they will have identified many, if not all, of the other occurrences of that
entity, and it will be relatively cheap to annotate all the occurrences in the document. A good interface
will have predicted and highlighted these occurrences.

If the sample turns out to be negative, e.g. by the proform span (the span in question, as opposed to
the antecedent span) being the first span in the document, then allowing the annotator to label cataphoric
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spans would also contribute towards the goal of increasing annotator efficiency.
The setup in Li et al. (2020) allows a candidate coreferent pair to be disregarded in three ways, where

only the third way should be a valid reason for disregarding:

1. The span is incorrectly identified, and is not a valid noun phrase.

2. The span is the first mention of that entity (and thus has no antecedent).

3. The span is the only mention of that entity in the document.

The following section will elaborate on the experiments to improve upon these shortcomings.

3 Methodology

The experiments reported in this paper investigate a set of different methods for conducting manual
annotation during an active learning scenario.

3.1 Discrete annotation with cataphoric links

Previous approaches to active learning for coreference resolution have focused primarily on antecedent
labelling, ignoring potential occurrences following an entity. The OntoNotes dataset is not made with
specific cataphoric linkings. This makes it more difficult to test how well the system performs when
adding cataphoric data. It is still however possible to retrieve cataphoric mentions of an entity from the
dataset.

Even though the sample selection algorithm will only select entities with a candidate antecedent, it
should be possible for the annotator to choose cataphoric occurrences. Our simulated experiment will
test whether allowing the annotator to select cataphoric mentions will have an impact on how many label
queries are disregarded.

3.2 Annotating all spans for the queried entity in the document

This is motivated by the experience that it is easier to label multiple spans of the same entity in the same
document than it is to annotate just one instance, even if the document contains several occurrences of
that entity. Even though more samples are being labelled, and those samples are not necessarily the most
informative ones, they will still provide more information per query and per clock-time than strictly
pair-wise or discrete annotation.

The improvement would be made by adding multiple ML and CL constraints for each query. Every
time a suggested pair is not the final pair of that query a CL constraint is applied, and every label the
annotator selects receives a ML constraint. This, combined with transitivity constraints (elaborated in Li
et al. (2020)), is hypothesised to increase the amount of information available to the learner.

3.3 Annotation error

Whether the annotator is helped by interface highlighting of predictions or not, a potential challenge with
asking an annotator to label all occurrences of an entity in the document is that they are susceptible to
losing focus due to boredom or time pressure. In these situations it is plausible that there will be a certain
amount of error. Taking inspiration from Sachan et al. (2015), which included user labelling error as a
hyperparameter, we include labelling error in our experiments.

3.4 Enabling span editing and annotating all spans

In previous approaches to active learning for coreference resolution, when an annotator is queried with a
span which is incorrectly identified as a span, that query is disregarded. There is no difference between a
CL constraint because of correctly identified spans not linking, and a CL constraint caused by correctly
linked but incorrectly identified spans. These kinds of boundary errors are common in entity recognition,
and these frequent errors can have a big impact on downstream performance. In the discrete annotation,
Li et al. (2020) improved this problem by making the user click all the words in the antecedent span,
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building the span word by word. However, they did not allow the user to correct the proform span. This
limitation also applies to their simulated experiments.

We therefore allow the user to correct the proform span. The method for manually correcting the
proform span is letting the annotator choose which words belong to the span. In the simulated experiment
we scan the indeces of all spans in that document for the closest span that belongs to a coreference cluster
in the dataset. We then find an antecedent to the new proform, and make a new ML constraint, leaving a
CL constraint to the initial candidate pair. If the nearest span is not coreferent with any other span in the
document, the incorrectly identified span is unlikely to be a boundary error, and the query is therefore
disregarded as not coreferring.

4 Evaluation

We compare the baseline discrete labelling system versus enhanced labelling using the standard English
CoNLL-2012 coreference resolution dataset (Pradhan et al., 2012). Following both Li et al. (2020) and
Sachan et al. (2015), user labelling is simulated from the gold standard labels in the CoNLL dataset.

4.1 Evaluation metric

In the field of coreference resolution there are multiple ways of scoring a system, each with their own
benefits and drawbacks. A somewhat standardised option, and the one chosen to evaluate the experiments
reported in this paper, is to combine the recall and precision from MUC (Vilain et al., 1995), B3 (Bagga
and Baldwin, 1998) and CEAFe (Luo, 2005) as an average F1 score. We compute this score with the
official CONLL-2012 evaluation scripts.

We also compare the amount of successful queries in each AL session as a metric of how successful
the annotation approach is at providing positive training examples. A successful query is a query which
returns a coreferent pair, regardless of whether the original proform or antecedent candidate were coref-
erent or not. This way, there will be at least one ML constraint from that query. An unsuccessful query
does not return a coreferent pair, and the only thing that can be learnt from that query is that the original
proform and antecedent candidates are not coreferent, resulting in only one CL constraint.

4.2 Neural network architecture

For the sake of comparison we use the same coreference model as in (Li et al., 2020). They use the
AllenNLP implementation of Lee et al. (2017), which keeps all the hyperparameters, except that it ex-
cludes speaker features, variational dropout and limits the maximum number of considered antecedents
to 100. In Lee et al. (2017), they use GloVe embeddings (Pennington et al., 2014) as word embeddings.
They use a bidirectional LSTM (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997), where the hidden states have 200
dimensions, to represent the aggregated word spans. The model internal scoring for determining whether
a span is a mention, and whether two mentions are coreferring, is using feed-forward neural networks
consisting of two hidden layers with 150 dimensions and rectified linear units (Nair and Hinton, 2010).
The optimiser used is ADAM (Kingma and Ba, 2014).

4.3 Experiments

We ran simulated AL experiments with the OntoNotes 2012 Coreference Resolution dataset using the
following setup. Each experiment is based on Li et al. (2020), using their entropy selector as sample
selection algorithm, selecting 20 queries from each document. The OntoNotes is split into 2802 training
documents, 343 validation documents and 348 testing documents. The validation set is used to compute
F1 score while training, whereas the test set is used only for final F1 score computation after training has
finished.

A 700-document subset of the training data is set aside, and the initial model is trained on this subset.
The model trains until convergence with a patience of 2 epochs, up to 20 epochs, before adding more
data. Then 280 documents are labelled in an AL session. After these 280 documents are labelled, they are
added to the 700 documents, and training continues on the now 980 documents in the set aside training
subset.
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This continues until all the 2802 documents in the training set have been labelled. Finally, a new
model trained on all the 2802 training documents with all the model and training parameters reset. This
last step is to make the final model comparable to other models trained without AL, and use the same
hyperparameter as Lee et al. (2017). There are 20 span-pair queries per document in the AL session,
meaning 5600 queries per AL session, and a total of 39200 queries over the 8 AL sessions.

For labelling with error, 10% of the labels retrieved in the annotation session are set to a random span
in the document. We implement this by introducing a 10% chance of having a random span chosen
instead of a coreferring span. This is to prevent the erroneous labels systematically having the same
index each AL session.

We include one baseline experiment from Li et al. (2020). The experiment is using discrete annotation
with the same parameters as our experiments, but we report the F1 score for the baseline with the best
performing experiment from Li et al. (2020), which uses a query-by-committee system with three models.
This is done to compare the results of our experiments to the currently best performing coreference
resolution system using AL.

In the baseline experiment and Experiments 1 and 3, the annotator is only allowed to select one occur-
rence of the proform entity. In Experiment 2 the annotator labels all the anteceding occurrences of the
proform, whereas in 4 and 5 the annotator labels all the occurrences of that entity.

We also perform a timed annotation exercise with the same setup as in Li et al. (2020). We recruited
10 annotators with experience in text processing, who annotated for 30 minutes each. Li et al. (2020)
used annotators with NLP experience, whereas our annotators did not that but are skilled in working
with speech transcripts. This might impact the absolute annotation time, but the relative annotation time
within our group of annotators should still be informative. The annotators in Li et al. (2020) were asked a
pair-wise question first, and in the case of non-coreference they were asked to annotate the first instance
of the entity. In contrast, we asked our annotators to label all instances of the entity in the case. When
an annotator provided only one extra instance of the entity, that was noted as a “follow-up question”,
whereas when they labelled more than one extra instance of the entity it was noted as a “multi-response”.
We used the same annotation interface as in Li et al. (2020), but altered it to allow cataphoric labelling
as well as multiple labels per query.

4.4 Results
Table 1 shows the results from our timed annotation exercise. In our experiment the annotators spent
longer on the initial question (20.66 s), but were faster on supplying answers for the follow-up question
(12.61 s). When annotating more than one extra occurrence, the time taken for each of those occurrences
was lower than answering the initial question.

The average normalised annotation time per occurrence was 16.57 seconds. In contrast, the annotators’
median normalised annotation time was only 10.26 seconds per occurrence. This indicates that the
distribution of annotation times is higher at the lower end, and that there were a few queries with very

Avg. Time per query
Initial question 15.96s

Li et al. (2020) Follow-up question 15.57s
ONLY Follow-up question 28.01s
Initial question 20.66s

Our experiments Follow-up question 12.61s
Normalised multi-response 16.57s

Table 1: Results for the timed annotation exercise. We first list the results from the corresponding timed
exercise reported in Li et al. (2020). The fourth and fifth results for our equivalent experiments, with the
exception that the annotators were allowed to select any instance of the entity in the follow-up, not just
the first. The final time in the table is the average time taken for the annotators to label every instance of
the entity, normalised by the number of labels in each query.
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Figure 2: The F1 score while training for each experiment. This score is computed using the validation
dataset. As expected, the scores are similar at the earlier stages, when the model is trained on the same
number of labels. For the later epochs the models trained on more labels, Experiment 2 and 4, perform
marginally better than the other models. The dip in F1 score around epoch 50 represent the retraining of
the model from scratch after all the documents have been labelled.

long times which might have skewed the average. The fastest annotations for the multi-response queries
were made in 2.07 when normalised for the number of labels annotated in that query. The slowest
annotations took 124.95 seconds.

Figure 2 plots the F1 score over the training epochs, using the validation data. The improvements in
F1 over the epochs are very similar for each of the training methods in the early stages, but in the later
stages the active learning approaches which allow multiple labelling come out on top.

In the baseline experiment 49% of the queries return a coreferent label pair, which means over half
of the queries did not result in a ML constraint. In Experiment 1 that number is increased to 54%, as
can be seen in Table 2. This is a reduction of disregarded queries by 11%. In Experiment 2 and 4 the
simulated annotator is instructed to label all the occurrences of the entity in the given document, which
results in several label pairs per query. For Experiment 2 there are 0.93 label pairs per query, whereas for
Experiment 4 there are 1.41 label pairs per query.

There was no difference between the labels retrieved for Experiment 3, where the annotator was al-
lowed to edit proform spans and the results for the baseline experiment. A total of 6 spans were edited

# Experiment Successful labels per query CONLL F1 score
0 Discrete annotation (Li et al., 2020) 0.51 57.08
1 Allowing following spans 0.54 58.01
2 Annotating all anteceding spans 0.93 57.18
3 Allowing proform edit 0.51 56.09
4 Combining 1 and 2 1.41 57.37
5 Combining 1 and 2 with 10% error 0.52 55.48

Table 2: Experiments for the AL models, with the F1 score representing the performance on the final
models on the test set. The “Successful label per query” column explains how many queries returned
with positive coreferent pairs. The F1 score for the baseline (Experiment 0) is achieved using a sample
selector with the query-by-committee approach. When Experiment 2 and 4 are close to and exceeding 1
that is because they are returning more than one label pair per query.
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Figure 3: The number of successful queries for each AL session. The sessions have been normalised
for document length, as some of the sessions have significant longer document lengths. Experiment 3
is not included, as it was overlapping with the baseline system. The approaches in Experiment 2 and 4
are more effective at providing successful label pairs than the other experiments, particularly with longer
documents.

under the simulated experiment.
In Figure 3 the label pair counts are separated into the active learning sessions, and normalised by

average document length for that session. This measure can be seen as an average number of successful
label-pairs per document. In Experiment 1 there are marginally more labels successfully identified than
in the baseline system. For both Experiment 2 and 4 the AL sessions provide many more label pairs
per document, up to an average 27.16 label pairs for Experiment 4 in AL session 6. The efficacy of the
combined model is reduced when 10% labelling error is added in each AL session, but Experiment 5 still
provided more labels than the baseline system.

5 Analysis and Discussion

The timed annotation exercise show that the cost of annotating all the labels of an entity in a text is
low when the annotator has already read the text to make a judgement on the initial coreference pair.
The results also show that there might be a cut tail distribution of annotation times. The majority of
the multi-response annotations were faster than the initial and the single-response follow-up question
responses.

On average it took our annotators longer time for the initial question in our implementation of the
same timed annotation exercise as in Li et al. (2020), but shorter time for the follow-up question. People
working in NLP are likely to be more experienced with seeing text containing bracketed annotation. It is
possible that our set of annotators were slower at responding for the initial question because of the lack
of experience in NLP.

One reason the average time for answering the follow-up question was lower in our setup might be
that the annotators were allowed to label any instance of the occurrence, not just the first. Particularly for
longer texts it might be faster to label an occurrence closer to the proform entity than the first occurrence.

From Figure 3 we can see that the labelling approach in Experiment 1 returns more labels per query
than the baseline approach, through the AL sessions. The same is true for Experiment 4 and 2 respec-
tively. This indicates that cataphoric occurrences contain unused information, which should be used for
training. The sudden jump in successful queries in AL sessions 6 and 7 for Experiment 2 and 4 can partly
be ascribed to an increase in document length in those sessions, even though the graph is normalised to
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document length. This might mean that models trained on datasets with longer documents are able to
benefit more from the improved label retrieval rate.

Even with 10% of the labels chosen at random the combined approach retrieved more successful label
pairs than the baseline system, but the final F1 score was somewhat lower. This lower score F1 was
expected, as the erroneous labelling would add confusion to the model. Care should therefore be taken
when designing a labelling system to ensure that errors are minimised.

The small improvement in the validation F1 score shown in Figure 2 indicates that the added labels
under the current system do not translate into having an impact on how fast high accuracy is achieved.
Despite this, the final F1 score on the separate test data is marginally higher for Experiment 4 than the
baseline experiment.

This lack of impact could have several causes. As the machine learning algorithm is the same as in the
baseline system, it might not be best suited to make use of the extra available information. In addition,
the OntoNotes dataset does not inherently support cataphoric linking of entities, so a dataset which does
contain inherent cataphoric links might also contribute towards making use of the extracted data more
efficiently.

The negative results for Experiment 3 can have multiple causes. One of these is that the algorithm for
selecting replacement proform spans was purposefully conservative in choosing the closest span. This
was to retain ecological validity in the annotation simulation, as an annotator would look close to the
span to determine whether the error was a boundary error.

6 Conclusion and Future Research

The contribution of the research in this article is the improved techniques for extracting more information
from user labelling. We have seen that allowing annotators to leverage cataphoric information, especially
in combination with annotating several occurrences per query, can contribute to optimising the time
spent by annotators hand labelling a dataset. Even though the machine learning models did not perform
markedly better earlier in the training process, the amount of disregarded queries dropped by a noticeable
amount just by adding cataphoric labels.

We have also seen that the amount of successful label pairs per query is over 1 for the approaches
allowing multiple responses. This means that it is possible to extract much more information than with
previous approaches. Our timed annotation exercise indicate that labelling several occurrences of an
entity in the same query is faster than answering multiple queries with only one set of labels. It would
be interesting to investigate whether choosing labels closer or further from the proform label would have
an impact on the learning.

These findings are interesting for the real world application of coreference resolution systems, par-
ticularly for long form documents, such as in the legal sector, where there is a lot more information to
leverage than in short form documents. A future project would look into making changes to the machine
learning model for more effective use of the new data.

Future research would also look into testing which interface design would best aid the human annotator
in the labelling process, especially for long form documents.
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